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Predicting gender in French
Gender assignment in French is highly predictable on the basis of phonology,
morphology and/or semantics (Tucker, Lambert, and Rigault, 1977; Surridge,
1985, 1986, 1989; Corbett, 1991):
▶ Semantic prediction:

▶ With human nouns: social gender tends to predict grammatical gender
▶ Color terms are masculine
▶ Property nouns are feminine
▶ …

▶ Morphological prediction:
▶ Inanimate VN compounds are masculine
▶ Nouns suffixed in -ion are feminine
▶ …

▶ Phonological prediction:
▶ The last segment of a noun is often an excellent predictor of gender, e.g.

▶ Nouns ending in /ɑ̃/ are overwhelmingly masculine
▶ Nouns ending in /n/ strongly tend to be feminine
▶ …

▶ Feminine nouns are on average a bit longer than masculine nouns (6.6 vs.
6.2), hence word length partially predicts gender.
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Disentangling predictors
▶ Most previous computational/experimental studies of gender assignment

either computationally or experimentally do not attempt to disentangle
predictors (Tucker, Lambert, and Rigault 1977; Holmes and Segui 2006;
Matthews 2005).

▶ Deciding what the ultimate predictors are is hard, because of strong
correlations between phonology, morphology and semantics.
1. Property nous are feminine, but property nouns are also overwhelmingly

deadjectival nouns formed with a specific set of suffixes: -erie, -esse, -eur, -ice,
-ie, -ise, -(i)té, -itude (Koehl, 2012).

▶ Is the correct generalization in terms of the semantics of the output or properties
of the affix producing this output?

2. Most nouns ending in /ʒ/ are masculine, but this tendency is due to the
prevalence of the suffixe -age.

Gender Simplex -age
fem 14 0
mas 14 75

Number of items ending in /ʒ/ in a sample of 3683 nouns
▶ In such a situation, is it fair to say that phonology is predictive?
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Predicting from semantics? I

Two aspects:
1. Among human nouns, social gender correlates grammatical gender.

▶ This is a lot more subtle than usually assumed.
(1) a. la présidente ⇒ female

b. le président ⇒ male or female (cf. Madame le président)
▶ When referring to a woman, the choice of gender is imbued with social

meaning (Burnett and Bonami, 2019a,b)
▶ The structure of the French lexicon is in flux here, with a quick rise in both the

type and token frequency of feminine nouns (Bonami and Boyé, 2019).
▶ Given this, we do not have any clear expectation as to semantic predictability.
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Predicting from semantics? II

2. Among inanimate nouns, experimental (Boroditsky, Schmidt, and Phillips,
2003) and corpus (Dye et al., 2017; Williams et al., accepted) evidence of
correlations between gender and semantics. However:
▶ Effect sizes are small, hence the actual predictive power of semantics might be

very low.
▶ Unclear what semantic dimensions exactly play a role.
▶ Although it is tempting to assume that semantic analogies to social gender

and/or biological sex play a role (Damourette and Pichon, 1930; Boroditsky,
Schmidt, and Phillips, 2003; Aikhenvald, 2016), various attempts to document
it firmly have failed (Landor, 2014; Mickan, Schiefke, and Stefanowitsch,
2014).

For now we stick to prediction from phonology and morphology.
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Outline

1. Data collection and annotation
2. Modelling strategy
3. Results and discussion
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Data collection and annotation



Data collection

▶ Random sample of 3750 nouns from the Lexique 3 database (New et al.,
2007) such that:
▶ The form is gender-specific:

▶ No common gender nouns (e.g. artisteM ‘male artist’, artisteF ‘female artist’)
▶ No gender-constrasting homographs (e.g. livreM ‘book’, livreF ‘pound’)

▶ Average of relative lemma frequencies in the two reference corpora (20th
century literature, subtitles) is above 0.15 per million token.

▶ After elimination of tagging errors and missing annotation (see below), we
ended up with 3683 data points.
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Annotation

Phonology Phonemic transcriptions taken from the (wiktionary-derived)
GLÀFF lexicon (Hathout, Sajous, and Calderone, 2014).

Animacy Hand annotation of human/animal/inanimate reference taken
over from a previous project.

Morphology New, large scale annotation by OB and DT:
1. Type of the outermost process (prefixed, suffixed,

compounded, converted, clipped, …, native simplex,
borrowed)

2. Identity of the last suffix, if any.
3. Identity of the first prefix, if any.
4. Compounding type, if any.
5. Conversion relation (disregarding directionality), if any.
6. …
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Type of outermost process

Process #
simplex 1521
suffixed 1426
converted 380
compounds 174
non concatenative 78
prefixed 71
syntactic constructs 33
total 3683

(non concatenative : acronyms, blends, troncation, reduplication, verlan…)
(simplex: native simplex, antonomasia, borrowing, onomatopeic)
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Suffixed Nouns
▶ 1558 Ns ending with a suffix, although for 132, suffixation is not the last

process (e.g. survêtement ‘tracksuit’, porte-cigarettes ‘cigarette case’)
▶ 102 distinct suffixes
▶ 20 most frequent suffixes (75% of the total set of suffixed nouns):

Suffix #
-ment 153
-ion 148
-eurM 136
-age 75
-ier 73
-ette 70
-on 66
-ite 62
-erie 52
-ure 50

Suffix #
-ant 35
-euse 34
-ière 33
-isme 30
-et 25
-eux 23
-ard 21
-ance 19
-eurF 17
-ade 16

▶ Note that:
▶ We take gender-contrasting pairs of suffixes (e.g. -ier vs. -ière, -eur vs. -euse) to

be two distinct but closely related (Bonami and Boyé, 2019).
▶ There is some suffix homonymy (eurM for agent and instrument nouns, eurF for

property nouns)
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Modelling strategy



Gender assignment as classification

▶ Our goal is to see how well gender is predicted by various combinations of
predictors applied to various subsets of our data.

▶ We could use many types of classifiers to that end—we are not interested in
performance of classification per se, but in making meaningful comparisons
between classifiers with the same architecture trained on different datasets.

▶ Simple neural networks have proven effective for prediction of lexical
classes in general (Guzman Naranjo, 2019) and French gender in particular
(Matthews, 2005)
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Neural Networks
▶ Specifically: perceptrons with 3 hidden layers of 128, 4 and 2 units.
suff=ion

suff=age

suff=ment

…

last=p

last=t

last=k

…

Masculine

Feminine
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Confusion Matrix
observed

predicted M F
M a b
F c d

Accuracy: proportion of correct classification
a+d

a+b+ c+d

No Information Rate (NIR): frequency of the largest class

max
({ a+ c

a+b+ c+d ,
b+d

a+b+ c+d
})

The NIR serves as our baseline.
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Reporting results
▶ In each case we evaluate accuracy using 10-fold cross-validation, and

report No Information Rate, average accuracy, and 95% confidence
intervals around the average.

▶ For instance, here are the results for prediction of gender from phonology
for the whole dataset (N= 3683)

M F
M 1125 352
F 384 1822
Acc: 0.80
95% CI: (0.79, 0.81)
NIR: 0.59

●phon

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
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Results and discussion



Predictors considered

Phonology ▶ Number of phonemes
▶ Number of syllables
▶ Identity of the last three segments

Morphology ▶ Type of outermost process
▶ Identity of the suffix, if any
▶ Identity of the prefix, if any

Semantics We tried to include animacy in our models, but this turned out to
never improve accuracy. We do not report further on this.
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Results on suffixed nouns (N= 1558)

▶ Prediction from morphology is nearly perfectly accurate, as expected.
▶ Accuracy of prediction from just phonology is lower but still very high.
▶ Adding phonology to morphology does not lead to any improvement, but

there is no room for improvement anyway.
●

●

●

phon

phon + sfx

sfx

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
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Results on non-suffixed nouns (N= 2125)

▶ Prediction from morphology is at chance level.
▶ Prediction from phonology is significant but much lower than what we

observed for suffixed nouns.
▶ Adding morphology to phonology does not lead to any improvement.

●

●

●

phon

process
 + pfx

process
 + pfx + phon

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
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Results on the whole dataset (N= 3683)
▶ Among morphological predictors, suffixation drives prediction: no evidence

that adding prefix and type of outermost process to suffix leads to better
accuracy.

●

●

●
process

 + pfx

process
 + pfx + sfx

sfx

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

▶ Prediction from phonology only is more accurate than prediction from
morphology only.

●

●

●

phon

phon + sfx

sfx

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

▶ No evidence that adding morphological predictors to a model already
taking into account phonology leads to better accuracy. 20



Discussion I

▶ Conclusions:
1. Suffixes are excellent predictors of gender. The few cases where one suffix is

compatible with two genders (e.g. -oire) are not enough to get in the way.
2. Phonology is an imperfect but quite good proxy for the information provided

by suffixes. Homophonous suffixes in both genders (e.g. -eurM vs. -eurF) are
enough to make a measurable difference, but barely.

3. On the other hand, phonology does have a sizeable effect on gender
predictability, even where suffixes can’t help.
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Discussion II
▶ Why is phonology such a good proxy for morphology?

▶ The prevalence of suffixed nouns (42% of our data) entails that morphology
has a strong influence on the phonological makeup of the lexicon (Lindsay and
Aronoff, 2013).

ion on ion on ion on
Nouns in /ɔ/̃ Nouns in /jɔ/̃ Nouns in /sjɔ/̃

▶ As a consequence, the identity of the last three segments predicts quite well
the presence of a specific suffix, so that adding morphological knowledge to
phonological knowledge can only lead to small improvements in gender
prediction.
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Discussion III
▶ Important lessons:

1. Fine predictability:
▶ The literature takes note of some fine correlations between gender and some

phonological or morphological variables.
▶ By assessing overall predictability in a random sample, we establish that these are

not statistically powerful enough to have an effect on the accuracy of gender
prediction.

▶ This highlights the importance of sampling decisions when studying gender
predictability.

2. Semantic predictability:
▶ The work of adding good semantic predictors to our models still needs to be done.
▶ However we predict little additional effect of semantic prediction, given the very

high accuracy we already reach without it.
3. Processing:

▶ The ultimate cause of gender predictability is morphology and the way it shapes
the phonological makeup of the lexicon.

▶ However, it does not follow that a speaker needs to attend to morphology to attain
accurate prediction of gender.

▶ Next step: Assess through behavioral experiments which predictors speakers
actually rely on.
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A role for animacy?
▶ Because we were uncertain about the quality of our data for human nouns,

we re-ran all models on the subset of inanimate nouns.
▶ Although the numbers are obviously not exactly the same, we observe no

qualitative difference. Our conclusions still hold.

●

●

●

●

●

●

inanimate nouns

full−dataset

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

phon

phon + sfx

sfx

phon

phon + sfx

sfx
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One or two suffixes? I

▶ We took the decision to treat pairs such as -eur vs. -euse, -ier vs. -ière as
separate suffixes.

▶ An alternative view would hold that such pairs should count as variants of
the same suffix, and hence that the contrast between e.g. -eur and -euse
should not participate in prediction of gender from morphology.
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One or two suffixes? II
▶ Taking such an approach obviously reduces the predictive power of

morphological information.
▶ Results on suffixed nouns, without pairing of gendered suffixes

●

●

●

phon

phon + sfx

sfx

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

▶ Results on suffixed nouns, with pairing of gendered suffixes

●

●

●

phon

phon + sfx

sfx

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
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One or two suffixes? III
▶ Rationale for our decision:

1. Groupings are a lot less obvious than one would think: often there is actually
homophony between one member of a gendered pair and a gender-specific
suffix.

▶ froussard ‘coward’ (< frousse ‘fear’) and veinarde ‘lucky person’ (< veine ‘luck’) are
obviously similar → gender contrasting pair of suffixes

▶ bombarde ‘bombard’ (< bombe ‘bomb’) has no masculine analogue → separate
suffix?

2. If we start grouping suffixes with (mostly) the same meaning, why stop at such
gendered pairs? Why not e.g. group -age and -ment?

3. Sequences such as -euse, -rice, are morphologically unsegmentable units
(Bonami and Boyé, 2005). But it does not make sense to say that -eur and -euse
are allomorphs, since they need not convey the same meaning (see animates).
Hence paired suffixes have a dubious ontological status.

4. It does not make sense to compare whole word phonology to abstract
morphology. A fair comparison would look at pairs of suffixes vs. stem
phonology. But that is a completely different endeavor.
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